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1. Most consistent SES factor is 
education

2. Strongest association is with 
smoking

3. Smoking, exercise, and BMI all 
cluster into a health lifestyle 
(Cockerham)

4. Changes in these associations 
over time is CRITICAL for 
understanding the mechanisms



Lifetime regular smoker status by education level among 
midlife adults (45-55) across three recent decades
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“A few cigarettes every day”



Ever smoked 100 cigarettes in your life 
(NHIS)45- 55 year olds by education
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Fundamental Cause Theory (Link and Phelan 1995)
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Point 1: Cohorts as 
discrete social contexts

Point 2: Genes as 
latent traits



Point 1: Context, cohorts, and social epidemiology

• Social Epidemiology is characterized as “the branch of epidemiology 
that studies the social distribution and social determinants of states 
of health.” (Heymann 2000: 6).
• Eco-Social domains (social, economic, institutional and built 

environment) that are multilevel in nature. 

• Embodiment: “a concept to how we literally incorporate, biologically, 
the material and social world in which we live from conception to 
death” and “a biological expression for social relations” (Krieger 
2001: 672)

• Pathways to embodiment (physical, behavioral, psychological)

• Important but too descriptive. Need for theory (Frohlich).



Collective health lifestyles
Krieger  the spider-web analogy 

Brought the eco-social environment in 
which the emphasis on individual-level 
factors was shown to have limitations.

The response was distinguishing 
between compositional and contextual 
effects but almost no concern with 
understanding HOW context actually 
affects health.

Frohlich points to the distinction of 
SPACE versus PLACE. Where the latter 
gives us a much better understanding 
the mechanisms. 



Collective Lifestyles (Frohlich et al. in reading)

• The critical need is to study the “relationship between agency (the ability
for people to deploy a range of causal powers), practices (the activities
that make and transform the world we live in) and social structure (the
rules and resources in society).”

• Collective lifestyles are defined as an expression of a shared way of
relating and acting in a given environment and context is created by
relationships between people

• In this manner, lifestyles are SOCIAL PRACTICES and should be theorized
and measured accordingly.

• Health behaviors are not just individual actions, they express identity,
they have a shared meaning that is linked to social context.



Collective lifestyle emphasizes PLACE but can 
easily be extended to COHORTS. 

This midlife cohort is experiencing a new context as they age 



The significance of cohorts for midlife health 
behaviors (Ryder 1965)

• Ryder (1965). The cohort as a concept in the study of social change

• “Successive cohorts are differentiated by the changing content of formal 
education, by peer-group socialization, and by idiosyncratic historical 
experience.”(844)

• “A cohort has an age distribution of its person-years of exposure, provided by 
its successive sizes age by age. The age distribution varies from cohort to 
cohort because of mortality and migration. Thus a cohort experiences 
demographic transformation in ways that have no meaning at the individual-
level of analysis because its composition is modified not only by status changes 
of the components but also selective changes of membership.” (845)

• “If age-specific norms, or the context within which they are being applied, 
change through time, cohort experiences will be differentiated” (846)



Ryder, Cohorts, and Education

• “The consequences of distinctive educational preparation prevail 
in the cohort’s occupational flow chart.” Accordingly, increasingly 
limited occupational selection for those with lower levels of 
education is UNIQUE to this cohort.
• When speaking about the possibility of social change, Ryder 

(1965) says that most people take two things for granted (1) that 
social change cannot occur without personality change; and (2) 
that personality change is only possible during childhood but it is 
then fixed. But he says that “the social system rather than the 
personality system belongs at the center of any model of social 
transformation.” It is a social process in which cohort experiences 
and resources are the place that we start our interrogaion. 
• Cohort uniqueness is fundamental to social change. How cohorts 

experience education and health behaviors may enable or limit 
social change. 



Cohorts and continuity across the lifecourse
• The two key components

• 1) social change implies a transformation of the relative 
contributions to socialization made by the various agencies of 
socialization (e.g., k-12 and post secondary education).

• 2) this transformation identifies a cohort as a social reality, 
reflecting and implementing the social change to which it owes its 
existence. 

• More importantly he highlights that families are the central agency of 
socialization followed closely by schools as children age
• Points of entry for both genes that link education and smoking

• These early life cohort effects define the “sources of continuity in 
individual lives.”



Heritability estimates ~ .40 (Branigan, 
McCallum, and Freese, 2013)

By comparing the correlation of traits 
between identical and fraternal twins it is 
possible to infer the proportion of 
variation that is due to broad sense 
heritability

Point 2: Genes and 
latent traitsEducation



Genetics and health 
behaviors



Environmental moderation of 
genetic influences on smoking



Point 3: Cohorts as environmental moderators of genes



Point 4: rGxE (3 observations and 2 questions)

Observations
1. The heritability of regular smoking is roughly 40-50% and it has been 

increasing across birth cohorts
2. The heritability of education has remained at roughly 40% across birth 

cohorts
3. The correlation between education and smoking (negative) has increased 

across birth cohorts.
Questions
1. Are the genes related to education and smoking the same (genetic 

correlation)? [rG]
2. Has the genetic correlation between smoking and education increased 

across birth cohorts? [rGxE]



Using twins to evaluate the genetic covariance between 
education and smoking (Bivariate Cholesky models).

Compare the cross-twin cross-trait covariance.  

If I know the education level of twin 1, can I predict the smoking status of twin 2 better among MZ twins than DZ twins. 



Why is this useful?
The genetic correlation (rG) can be used in conjunction with the heritability of each trait and 
their corresponding bivariate correlation to assess the extent to which the two traits are 
correlated because of common genetic influences. One could say “25% of the association 
between education and health is due to common genetic influences”
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Example:  McCafferty et al. (2008): rg =  -0.30



Genome wide Bivariate results-GCTA Using HRS

IBS (pi_hat)



rGxE and the existing rG framework: cohorts?
• rG (smoking, education). Is 

this value increasing or 
decreasing across cohorts?

• What are the mechanisms?
Biological: r(ed, sm) changing. 
No.
Parental effects: constant h2 
for education. No
Assortative mating: very small 
magnitude and little evidence 
that it has changed over time. 
No.
Mediated pleitropy
• FCT G->Ed->Sm (maybe)
• G -> Sm -> Ed (possible)
• G -> EP -> Ed & Sm (likely)



Cohort
h2  

Education
h2  Smoking rG r(x,y)

All MIDUS (1920-1970) 0.40 0.53 -0.39 -0.22

MIDUS C1 (1920- 1945) 0.47 0.19 -0.17 -0.18

MIDUS C2 (1946- 1970) 0.27 0.55 -0.48 -0.25

Add Health (1975-1983) 0.37 0.57 -0.52 -0.25

Same results with twins and a 
different data source



Conclusions

• The relationship between education and smoking is increasing 
significantly over recent cohorts

• This association is primarily among college educated individuals who 
are reducing smoking at a far greater rate than other individuals.

• Each trait is moderately heritable
• Education has been consistent over time

• Smoking has increased over time

• Genetic correlation has increased dramatically in most recent cohort
• HRS: rG explains roughly 14% of the association between ed -> smoking

• Add Health: rG explains roughly 27% of the ed -> smoking association



Significance

• This cohort and possibly the next is experiencing a classification 
component (evocative rG) that is placing people in tracks that increase 
both low levels of education and high levels of smoking. This selection is 
increasingly due to genetic selection.

• Theories of SES and Health need to consider this selection pattern and 
what it means about the reproduction of inequality. Genes will be 
correlated with both traits but the significant component of the causal 
model is the institutional experience that is unique to each cohort.

• Nearly all of the ways that people emphasize aging with a sensitivity to 
cohort is the environmental influences. However, the non-random 
selection of genetically similar people into education and health lifestyle 
patterns which will complicate the role of COHORT as a purely 
environmental effect. 
• Consider, for example increasing role of genetically assortative mating 


